The comments by J. Toscano are applicable to this difficult question that emergency medicine continue to face: Who can we safely send home with a normal head CT and red blood cells in the CSF? Dr. Toscano's appraisal of the paper is valid and well articulated. His suggestion for future studies in defining with certainty what patients truly have a subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) with a reported "radiographically normal CT" and red blood cells in the CSF are defensible. I question if an exact cutoff value or specific range of CSF red blood cells are required to diagnose a SAH that is clinically insignificant.

While future prospective studies may be able to define exactly what constitutes a traumatic tap versus one consistent with a SAH as supported by MRI/MRA or angiography the next critical question would be the clinical significance of the SAH. A prospective observational study in those patients who have a radiographically normal CT with CSF red blood cells who are discharged home or admitted for observation with six month follow up may answer this question. If those patients who truly had a SAH were sent home with a radiographically normal CT and red blood cells in the CSF, was the SAH of clinical significance? And is there a need to utilize expensive and invasive imaging modalities to find evidence of a SAH that is of no clinical importance?
